Testimonial:

Problem solved
first time for this
consumer goods
company.
______________________________
_

Success on multiple line conveyor
installation that saved money with
simplistic integration.

“Conveyors. Components.
Complete Control.”
Standard, Cost-Effective, Easy,
Quick-Ship Conveyors

___________________________________________

Finding the right conveyor manufacturer may
sound like an easy task, however locating one
that brings engineering, design and controls
integration, with reliably-built equipment while
keeping the price very competitive is the key to
success.
According to Nicolas Patois, Patois Associates, “When our pharmaceutical consumer
goods customer was relocating six production
lines to another plant, they awarded the million
dollar conveyor project to Multi-Conveyor for
their cost saving design ideas, controls integration, and overall competitive bid. ”

“They also use 11
gauge steel, thicker
than most competitors,
which demonstrates
their commitment to
quality.”
This is a very common response from companies who have chosen Multi-Conveyor. Integrators, engineers, OEM’s, contract packagers and
manufacturing plant teams use the experienced
engineering and design staff at Multi-Conveyor
which actually saves them money when
installing new lines or upgrading existing
processes. In many cases, Multi-Conveyor’s
concepts and pricing are problem-solvers the
first time, without multiple quotes or redesigns.

Accumulators, Alpines, Rotaries

Single Filers, Inclines/Declines,
Spirals

All controls are UL listed.
Upenders, Product Turners and
much more.

11 Ga. Mild
and Stainless Steel frames are
standard - 7 Ga. also available.

Why do customers keep coming back to
Multi-Conveyor? Because that’s all we do.
Quality conveyors.
Whether it’s a custom project or a standard
conveyor, we can provide the most reliable,
sturdy and timely-built systems at your
request - using your specifications and our
skilled engineering expertise and
know-how.
Take the Multi-Conveyor challenge.
Even if you’re satisfied with your current
supplier, let us quote your next system.
Compare the difference. You may be
quite surprised. Call us today.
Then, be sure to visit
www.multi-conveyor.com
for complete conveying solutions.

1-800-236-7960
www.multi-conveyor.com
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Use your smartphone
to jump right to our site!

Multi-Conveyor LLC
Your best...conveyed better.
Patois continues, “Multi-Conveyor’s custom designs and options meet
the many new sanitary requirements challenging our customers in the
food industry. They also use 11 gauge steel, thicker than most competitors, which demonstrates their commitment to quality. ” Tribbey further
explains, “Our machines are all built right here, shipped directly from our
floor to your door, with over 75% of our facility dedicated to the fabrication
and assembly of our systems.”

“I’ve been in the conveyor manufacuring industry for over 20 years
and have had the opportunity to assist with solutions for companies in
nearly every facet of the packaing industry”, says Stuart Tribbey,
Project Manager, Multi-Conveyor. “We work intimately with each
project, from concept to installation, inluding customer FAT’s (Factory
Acceptance Tests) right on our shop floor. In many cases, we can make
last minute changes at our customer’s request which is uncommon for
most conveyor companies.”

Multi-Conveyor is not new to the industry. They have been around
since 1989 and are nearing their 25 year anniversary. This means you’re
working with one of the industry’s best - with the experience and knowhow to take on products in Automotive, Beverage/Bottling, Bakery,
Dairy/Food (Sanitary), Household Products, Personal Care, Pharma/
Nutraceuticals, Industrial and beyond. Call: 1-800-236-7960.
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